Rock Solid ERP, Inc. Joins UKG Connect Technology Partner Program
Collaborative partner ecosystem delivers solution extensions and integrations that further enhance the
employee experience
Austin, TX, April 18, 2022 – Rock Solid ERP, Inc. (RSE) announced today that they have joined the UKG
Connect Technology Partner Program, which is a collaborative ecosystem of solution providers working
with UKG (Ultimate Kronos Group) to deliver a simplified and more connected technology experience.
UKG is a leading global provider of human capital management (HCM), payroll, HR service delivery, and
workforce management solutions.
With this collaboration, organizations that utilize UKG Ready and finance solutions such as Microsoft
Dynamics 365 can benefit from RSE’s business-rule driven, managed integration platform-as-a-service
(MiPaaS) offering, named OneConnect. OneConnect leverages the Microsoft Azure cloud platform to
provide an out-of-the-box, real-time integration between UKG Ready and Microsoft Dynamics 365,
creating a complete end-to-end solution HCM and finance solution.
With OneConnect, RSE also provides managed system and error monitoring, fixes, and upgrade support
for any integration point. Any data integrated with OneConnect can also be loaded directly into the Azure
Data Lake to provide a centralized platform for enterprise reporting and business intelligence (BI)
capabilities.
“OneConnect provides UKG Ready customers with a low-cost data integration tool that provides for the
transfer and update of data between UKG, Microsoft Dynamics and other ERP systems, and enterprise
reporting tools, including those utilizing Power BI in the Azure Data Lake,” Said Rick Brown, CEO for
RSE. ”OneConnect removes the personnel, software, and other costs and risks typically inherent to any
enterprise implementation. OneConnect installs, monitors, and maintains interfaces at a fraction of the
typical interface costs.”
UKG Ready is a flexible and seamless full-suite HCM solution that helps smaller organizations simplify
HR, talent, payroll, and timekeeping while also delivering personalized employee experiences.
“At UKG, we build lifelong partnerships with our customers so they can create connected and meaningful
experiences for their employees,” said Mike May, senior director of UKG Connect Technology Partner
Program. “By cultivating a highly engaged ecosystem of technology partners that simplify the technology
experience, we’re able to empower our customers with better data visibility, more operational efficiencies,
and most importantly, a great employee experience.”
RSE is committed to helping customers reduce staff workload and lower the total cost of ownership of
their enterprise solutions through our managed integration platform and ERP services. At RSE, we build
long-lasting relationships with our customers through outstanding support services and solving business
challenges associated with ERP solutions and traditional integration platforms.
About Rock Solid ERP, Inc.
RSE is a technology firm specializing in enterprise resource planning (ERP) system implementations,
integrations, and long-term product help desk and support. Founded in 1994, RSE is based in Austin,
Texas, with an office in San Juan, Puerto Rico. RSE helps optimize business processes by utilizing
Microsoft, UKG, and RSE developed software solutions. RSE is recognized as a leading information
technology (IT) development company for developing high-quality software solutions for public and
private sector clients in North America.

